Wow
Games
Star War
Cycling
Football

Main Idea

Have many

Firends

Argue often

Need to meet more often

Strong Sides

Smart

Enthusiasm

Meeting people

Like

Read books

William Shakespeare

Mark Twain

Charles Dickens

Oscar Wilde

Robert Frost

Edgar Allan Poe

Weak Sides

Lazy

Get bored soon

Absent-minded

Too talkative

Hobbies

Wow

Star War

Games

Football

Cycling

Traveling

Hiking

Skills

Languages

Computers

Writer

Sports

Traveling

Abroad

Abroad

I'm working on it!

Good French

Fluent English

Drawing

Office Programming

Languages

Computers

Writer

I'm working on it!

Strong Sides

Like

Meeting people

Educated

Smart

Enthusiasm

Like

William Shakespeare

Mark Twain

Charles Dickens

Oscar Wilde

Robert Frost

Edgar Allan Poe

Self Analysis